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M. I. KAMIEN and E. MULLER
GraduateSchool of Management, Northwestern University
Methods of optimal control theory have proved useful in studying the class of dynamic
economic problems that can be posed as optimization of
'T

F(t, x(t), u(t))dt

... (1)

subject to
x(t) = f(t, x(t), u(t)), x(O) = xo,
. . .(2)
where t denotes time and x(t), x(t), u(t), the values of the state variable, its derivative, and the
control variable respectively at time t, see [2] and [4]. Restriction of the state equation to a
differential equation, as in (2), appears to deny the use of this technique for the analysis
of other problems, such as the capital replacement problem investigated by Arrow [1],
T

max
I(t)

s.t.

Jo

c(t)[P(k(t), t)-I(t)]dt

... (3)

rt

k(t) =

M(t-s)I(s)ds.

... (4)

0

In this problem P(k(t), t) is the operating profit from stock of capital k(t) at time t, I(s)
gross investment, a(t) the discount factor, p(t) = - d(t)/oc(t)the instantaneous rate of interest,
m(u- s) the mortality density, i.e. the fraction of gross investment made at time s, that
disappears about time u, and M(t) is the mortality rate. From the last definitions it is
evident that M(t) = - m(t) and that m(u - s)- 0 if u < s. Expressions (3) and (4) constitute
a control problem with investment I(s) the control variable and capital stock k(t), the state
variable. The familiar state equation of capital theory,
k(t) = I(t)-8K(t)
is a special case of (4) that obtains when m(u-s) = be-'(u-s). See Mann [7] for further
applications of the state equation (4) and some special forms of the mortality rate. It is
interesting to note that the necessary conditions for the Nerlove-Arrow model, which are
derived later in this paper, can be directly applied to Mann's paper with some minor
modifications. The three models studied by Mann can be solved by substituting the
specific mortality rate into the necessary conditions.
Arrow employed characteristic ingenuity to convert the problem posed in (3) and (4)
into one suitable for analysis by calculus of variations. In this paper we will present a
theorem similar to Bakke's [3] and Vinokurov's [11], which is suitable for dealing with such
problems in a more straightforward, systematic fashion.
A second theorem indicating circumstances under which the necessary conditions are
also sufficient follows. The capital replacement problem is then solved and an extension
of the Nerlove-Arrow [9] result regarding the optimal ratio of advertising goodwill to sales
is then presented.
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Formally, the general problem is to maximize
b

F(t, x(t), u(t))dt

. (5)

f(t, x(s), u(s), s)ds+x(a).

.. (6)

subject to
x(t)=

a

Appending (6) to (5) with the usual Lagrange multiplier yields

S!?(x,u, A)=

F(t, x(t), u(t))dt+ {
a

a

A(t)[ff(t, x(s), u(s), s)ds+x(a)-x(t)] dt,

... (7)

a

changing the order of integration in (7) yields

%'(x,u, A)=

F(t, x(t), u(t))dt+

f

[{

a(z)f(z, x(t), u(t), t)dz + x(a)A(t)-x(t)A(t)J dt.
.(8)

Equation (8) can be written as

.T(x, u, A)

rb

rb

H(t, x, u,

A)dt-{

A(t)[x(t)-x(a)]dt,

... (9)

Ja

Ja

where the Hamiltonian H(t, x, u, A) is defined by
b

H(t, x, u, A) = F(t, x(t), u(t))+ J'f(s, x(t), u(t), t)A(s)ds.

...(10)

t

By a well-known result of the calculus of variations, the condition for ?(x, u, A) to be
stationary is that

aH/Iu = 0 = F.(t, x(,u(t))+

x(t), u(t), t)A(s)ds

Jf(s
t

... (lla)

b

aHIax = A(t) = F,(t, x(t), u(t)) + ffx(s, x(t), u(t), t)A(s)ds.

...(1 ib)

This provides a rather heuristic proof for the following theorem:
Theorem 1. If the requirementsfor the existence of a unique continuoussolution to the
integral equation (6), which include continuity of the function f together with a Lipschitz

condition,are met; see [8, pp. 24-30]. In additionif thepartial derivatives,af/ax, aflau,
aF/ax, aF/auexist and are continuousandf(t, x, u, s)- Ofor t < s then there exists a continuous mnultiplierfunction
of time, A(t)and a HamiltonianH(t, x, u, A)definedby (10) whichsatisfy

(1la) and( lIb).
For a rigorous proof see [3] or [11].
Upon integrating the necessary conditions (lla) and (1lb) two observations can be
made:
(a) In case that af(t, x(s), u(s), s)/at _ 0 Theorem 1 reduces to the familiar Pontryagin
principle.
(b) The multiplier A(t) is the time derivative of the multiplier of the Pontryagin
principle with a state equation of the form (2).
The last observation readily gives rise to interpretation of the multiplier function, in
this case, as the marginal shadow price of the state variable.
In order to derive the sufficientcondition, let u(t, x, A)be the solution to max H(t, x, u, A);
if H(t, x, u(t, x, A), A) is a concave function of x, then so is the function
... (12)
Lt,A(x, u(t, x, A)) = H(t, x, u(t, x, A), A)- A(t)(x(t)- x(a)).
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If (1 la) and (I lb) are satisfied at x*, u*, and u* is unique given x*, so that u* = u(t, x*, A)
then for all x and u,
... (13)
Lt,).(x, u) ' Lt,;.(x*, u*).
Integrating (13) yields
.T(x, u, A) < Y(x*, u*, A),
...(14)
when T(x, u, A) is defined by (7). On feasible paths, the second integral in (7) vanishes and
therefore
b

rb

|F(t, x(t), u(t))dt <

F(t, x*(t), u*(t))dt.

Ja

a

The following theorem summarizes this result.
Theorem 2. Let u(t, x, A) be the solution to max H(t, x, u, A), where H is defined by
(10). If H(t, x, u(t, x, A), A) is a concavefunction of the state variable x, if x*, y* satisfy
(1la) and ( lib) and u* = u(t, x*, A), then the necessary conditions are also sufficientfor a
maximum of (5) subject to (6).
See [5] for the corresponding theorem in the case of a differential state equation.
In order to solve Arrow's capital replacement problem, we form the Hamiltonian of
(3) and (4):
H = oc(t)[P(k(t),t)-I(t)] + I(t) {

rT

t

and the necessary conditions are

[M(s- t)]A(s)ds

...

(15)

T

aHaI = -ot(t)+

{

t

[M(s- t)]A(s)ds = 0

... (16)

aHak = A(t)= c(t)Pk[k(t), t].
..(17)
Differentiation of (16) yields a linear integral equation of the convolution type in A(t)
+

A(t) =-(t)

rT

m(s - t)A(s)ds

{

... (18)

0

since m(s- t) _ 0 for s < t. The solution of which is
(T

A(t) -(t)-

r(s)6c(s-t)ds,

{

....(19)

where r(s) denotes the resolvent kernel, see [8, pp. 13-21], that can be shown to be identical
to the replacement density r(s) which was defined by Arrow to be
r(s) =-

Z

m(n)(s),

where m(n)(s), called the nth convolution of m(s), is defined recursively by
m(1)(s) = m(s), m(n+1)(s) =

m(n)(t)m(s- t)dt.

{

Substitution into (17) and division of both sides by ot(t)yields
Pk[k(t), t] =-d(t)/Oa(t)-

_

fTr(s)
J0 4(t)

dc(s- t)ds.

... (20)

Recalling the definition of p(t) gives rise to a finite horizon version of Arrow's myopic rule
for optimal capital investment
T

Pk[k(t), t] = p(t) +

[r(s)p(s

-

t)a(s - t)/c(t)]ds

?
= p(t)+r(t),
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where r, implicitlydefinedby (21), may be interpretedas the averagenumberof replacements from t forward. While the above analysisonly demonstratesthat resultsobtained
by moretraditionalmethodscanbe duplicatedby applicationof Theorem1, it also provides
a vehiclefor generalizationsthat could not be as convenientlytreatedby those techniques.
For example,a mortalitydensitythat is dependenton the contemporaneouslevel of the
capital stock m(t-s, k(s)) could be accommodatedby the MaximumPrinciple,as could
other generalizationsrecentlysuggestedby Malcomson[6] and Nickell [10].
Beforeconcluding,we indicatean extensionof the Nerlove-Arrow[9] resultregarding
the optimal ratio of advertisinggoodwill to sales. In their paper revenueP(k(t), t) is
pq(p, k) - c(q), wherep denotesproductprice, demandq(p, k) is a functionof both price
and advertisinggoodwillk, and c(q) denotesproductioncost. We assumethat advertising
goodwill is accumulatedthroughcurrentexpenditure,I(t), in accordancewith (4) rather
than with the specialcase of Nerlove-Arrowin which the mortalityrate follows an exponentiallaw. The maximizationproblemhas the same form as (3) and (4) exceptfor the
additionof productpriceas a controlvariable. Necessaryconditionsfor this problemare
rT

A(t)

-(t)

+

m(s - t))(s)ds

....(22)

0

oc(t)[q+ (p - c')aq/ap]= 0

. . .(23)

...(24)
A(t) = ot(t)(p- c')aq/ak.
=
If oc(t) 0, then (23) implies (p-c') - -q(aq/Op) which upon substitutioninto (24),
of termsyields:
multiplicationof both sides by klpq, and rearrangement

f3x(t)ftjA(t)= k/pq,

...(25)

where,B= (kaq/ak)/q, i =-(paq/ap)/q arethe elasticitiesof demandwithrespectto goodwill
and price, respectively. Recollectionof (17), (20) and (21) and substitutionfor A(t)loc(t)
in (25) yields the desiredresult:
=
. . .(26)
+ i(t)].
k/pq
fg-/[p(t)
Expression(26) specializesto the marginalconditionobtainedby Nerlove-Arrowunderthe
suppositionof exponentialdecay of goodwillat rate 5, for then r = .. Accordingto (26)
the ratio of goodwill to sales revenuealong an optimal policy is directlyrelatedto the
elasticityof demandwithrespectto goodwilland inverselyto the priceelasticityof demand,
the instantaneousrate of interest,and the averageanticipateddecayrate from the present
forward.
Summary. A simplifiedversion of a theoremof Bakkefor optimalcontrol with an
integralstateequationhas beenpresented. Usual concavityconditionshavebeenshownto
renderthe necessaryconditionsfor an optimumsufficientas well. Finally,applicationof
this MaximumPrincipleto somecapitalreplacementproblemshas demonstratedhow they
might be treatedin a uniformfashion.
First versionreceivedJuly 1975; final versionacceptedApril 1976 (Eds.).
We wish to express our thanks to our colleague Nancy Schwartz, to Peter Hammond and to the
refereesfor their helpful suggestions. The National ScienceFoundation'ssupportis greatlyappreciated.
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